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Genome scan detection of selective sweeps among biotypes of the soybean 
aphid, Aphis glycines, with differing virulence to resistance to A. glycines (Rag) 
traits in soybean, Glycine max 
Abstract 
Multiple biotypes of soybean aphid, Aphis glycines, occur in North America adapted for survival 
(virulence) on soybean, Glycine max, with one or more different resistance to A. glycines (Rag) traits. The 
degree of genome-wide variance between biotypes and the basis of virulence remains unknown, but the 
latter is hypothesized to involve secreted effector proteins. Between 167,249 and 217,750 single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were predicted from whole genome re-sequencing of A. glycines 
avirulent biotype 1 (B1) and virulent B2, B3 and B4 colony-derived iso-female lines when compared to the 
draft B1 genome assembly, Ag_bt1_v6.0. Differences in nucleotide diversity indices (π) estimated within 
1000 bp sliding windows demonstrated that 226 of 353 (64.0%) regions most differentiated between B1 
and ≥2 virulent biotypes, representing < 0.1% of the 308 Mb assembled genome size, are located on 15 
unordered scaffolds. Furthermore, these 226 intervals were coincident and show a significant association 
with 326 of 508 SNPs with significant locus-by-locus FST estimates between biotype populations (r = 
0.6271; F1,70 = 45.36, P < 0.001) and genes showing evidence of directions selection (πN/πS > 2.0; r = 
0.6233; F1,70 = 50.20, P < 0.001). A putative secreted effector glycoprotein is encoded in proximity to 
genome intervals of low estimated π (putative selective sweep) within avirulent B1 compared to all three 
virulent biotypes. Additionally, SNPs are clustered in or in proximity to genes putatively involved in 
intracellular protein cargo transport and the regulation of secretion. Results of this study indicate that 
factors on a small number of scaffolds of the A. glycines genome may contribute to variance in virulence 
towards Rag traits in G. max. 
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Multiple biotypes of soybean aphid, Aphis glycines, occur in North America adapted for survival 28 
(virulence) on soybean, Glycine max, with one or more different resistance to A. glycines (Rag) 29 
traits.  The degree of genome-wide variance between biotypes and the basis of virulence remains 30 
unknown, but the latter is hypothesized to involve secreted effector proteins.  Between 167,249 31 
and 217,750 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were predicted from whole genome re-32 
sequencing of A. glycines avirulent biotype 1 (B1) and virulent B2, B3 and B4 colony-derived 33 
iso-female lines when compared to the draft B1 genome assembly, Ag_bt1_v6.0.  Differences in 34 
nucleotide diversity indices (π) estimated within 1,000 bp sliding windows demonstrated that 35 
226 of 353 (64.0%) regions most differentiated between B1 and ≥ 2 virulent biotypes, 36 
representing < 0.1% of the 308 Mb assembled genome size, are located on 15 unordered 37 
scaffolds.  Furthermore, these 226 intervals were coincident and show a significant association 38 
with 326 of 508 SNPs with significant locus-by-locus FST estimates between biotype populations 39 
(r = 0.6271; F1,70 = 45.36, P < 0.001) and genes showing evidence of directions selection (πN/πS 40 
> 2.0; r = 0.6233; F1,70 = 50.20, P < 0.001).  A putative secreted effector glycoprotein is encoded 41 
in proximity to genome intervals of low estimated π (putative selective sweep) within avirulent 42 
B1 compared to all three virulent biotypes.  Additionally, SNPs are clustered in or in proximity 43 
to genes putatively involved in intracellular protein cargo transport and the regulation of 44 
secretion.  Results of this study indicate that factors on a small number of scaffolds of the A. 45 
glycines genome may contribute to variance in virulence towards Rag traits in G. max. 46 




1. Introduction 49 
The accidental introduction of exotic species into novel habitats can have catastrophic 50 
impacts on local fauna and diversity within native ecological communities (Byers et al., 2002; 51 
Davis, 2003).  Soybean aphid, Aphis glycines (Matsumura; Hemiptera: Aphididae), is an 52 
endemic pest that causes periodic damage to cultivated soybean, Glycine max (L. Dicotyledonae; 53 
Fabales), across eastern Asia including within the major production regions of China (Ragsdale 54 
et al., 2011).  Introduced populations of A. glycines were first detected in the United States 55 
during 2000 (Hartman et al., 2001; Venette and Ragsdale, 2004), and have subsequently spread 56 
across over 23 states and into southern Canada (Tilmon et al., 2011).  Aphis glycines is 57 
heteroecious (host plant-alternating), has a holocyclic lifecycle that produces a sexual phase, and 58 
undergoes an overwintering egg diapause (Ragsdale et al., 2004).  In North America, A. glycines 59 
infestations of G. max occur during the summer when asexual parthenogenetic females give live 60 
birth to clonal progeny.  This species is also dimorphic, where apterous (winged) morphs 61 
develop during the summer that are capable of undergoing short- and long-range migrations in 62 
response to multiple biotic factors including aphid density (Dixon, 1985), and host plant nutrition 63 
and phenology (Howard and Dixon, 1992).  This shift to an apterous morph facilitates the 64 
seasonal spread of A. glycines across large geographic ranges (Hodgson et al., 2005, 2009; 65 
Schmidt et al., 2012).  In early autumn, apterous asexual female A. glycines (gynoparae) move to 66 
their primary host plant buckthorn, Rhamnus cathartica, as well as related Rhamnus species 67 
(Voegtlin et al., 2004, 2005; Hill et al., 2010), whereon they feed and give birth to wingless 68 
sexual female morphs (oviparae).   69 
Direct phloem feeding by A. glycines can cause economically significant damage to G. max 70 
in North America resulting in yield loss, but analogous feeding in Asia rarely results in 71 
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significant damage (Ragsdale et al., 2007; Beckendorf et al., 2008).  Additionally, A. glycines 72 
vector several soybean viruses including bean yellow mosaic virus (BYMV) and soybean mosaic 73 
virus (Tilmon et al., 2011).  Cultivars of G. max sustain varying levels of damage and reduced 74 
yield due to direct feeding by A. glycines (Beckendorf et al., 2008), which has contributed to 75 
increased insecticide use by farmers (Ragsdale et al., 2011; Yang and Suh, 2015).  Although 76 
insecticides may remain a viable option for insect population suppression, the recurrent exposure 77 
of arthropods to insecticides historically has resulted in the selection for resistance phenotypes 78 
(Mallet 1989).  This has become apparent with the recent report of field-evolved resistance to 79 
pyrethroid insecticides among A. glycines populations in the Midwest region of the United States 80 
(Hanson et al., 2017).   81 
The use of host plant resistance (HPR) traits is an important and effective tactic for the 82 
control of pest insect damage within field crops.  Antixenotic plant defenses impact acceptance 83 
and feeding behaviors of insects, and can deter aphid feeding via changes in trichome structures, 84 
and surface volatiles and waxy repellents.  Antibiosis is mediated by plant secondary metabolites 85 
that impact aphid growth, survival, or reproductive rates (see reviews by Jaouannet et al., 2014; 86 
Nalam et al., 2018).  The G. max HPR Rag1 trait exhibits both antibiosis and antixenosis causing 87 
reduced survival (Li et al., 2004), and inhibits the establishment and maintenance of phloem 88 
feeding by A. glycines biotype 1 leading to the hypothesis that Rag1 factors may be expressed in 89 
phloem sieve cells (Diaz-Montano et al., 2007; Crompton and Ode 2010).  Rag2 traits of G. max 90 
cultivars PI 243540 and PI200538 confer an antibiosis-like effect on A. glycines biotypes 1 and 2 91 
(Kang et al., 2008; Mian et al., 2008; Hill et al., 2009).  Cultivars with the Rag1 trait were first 92 
sold commercially in 2010, and more recent cultivars with pyramided Rag1and Rag2 traits 93 
effectively suppress A. glycines populations below density thresholds where insecticides would 94 
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typically be applied (McCarville et al., 2014). However, adoption of these cultivars by crop 95 
producers remains low, in part due to the presence of A. glycines biotypes that have overcome 96 
Rag resistance (McCarville and O’Neal, 2013).  Specifically, in the United States virulent A. 97 
glycines biotypes 2, 3 and 4 are capable of survive on Rag soybean cultivars with Rag1, Rag2, 98 
and pyramided Rag1 and Rag2 traits, respectively (Kim et al., 2008; Hill et al., 2010; Alt and 99 
Ryan-Mahmutagic, 2013).  An avirulent biotype 1 remains susceptible to all Rag traits (Alt and 100 
Ryan-Mahmutagic, 2013).  101 
Differences in growth rate of A. glycines on Rag cultivars remains the main method for the 102 
assignment of biotype, but remains imprecise due to an obviation effect that results when initial 103 
colonization of Rag cultivars with one or more virulent biotype facilitates the subsequent 104 
successful colonization by an avirulent biotype (Wenger et al., 2014, Varenhorst et al., 2015a).  105 
Therefore, the prevalence of virulent biotypes may be overestimated in the field since obviation 106 
may cause avirulent aphids to persist even on the most resistant cultivars, thus confounding the 107 
accurate estimation of A. glycines phenotypes (Wenger and Michel, 2013).  Interestingly, 108 
obviation of Rag-based resistance persists even after virulent aphids are removed from the plant 109 
(Varenhorst et al., 2015b).  The molecular basis of virulence and the obviation of Rag-based 110 
resistance remains unknown, but is proposed to potentially involve the suppression of host plant 111 
immunity through the action of A. glycines secreted effector proteins (Bansal et al., 2016), in a 112 
manner similar to that employed by other aphid species (Hogenhout and Bos, 2011; Reymond 113 
and Calandra, 2015).   114 
Regardless, there is a relative dearth of research into the molecular mechanisms within and 115 
between A. glycines biotypes that cause their increased survival on Rag cultivars (Wenger and 116 
Michel, 2013).  This has hindered efforts to develop tools for monitoring changes in virulent and 117 
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avirulent biotype frequencies in the field, as well as understand the process(es) underlying 118 
adaptations to host plant resistance traits.  To partially address these gaps, a pooled genome re-119 
sequencing approach (Pool-seq) was employed to predict putative A. glycines genome regions 120 
impacted by selective sweeps and gene coding regions showing evidence of direction selection 121 
between the colony-derived avirulent B1 and virulent biotypes (B2, B3, and B4). This research 122 
forms a foundation for future investigations into molecular genetic changes among A. glycines in 123 
response to Rag traits, as well as contributes to the development of tools that may enhance the 124 
efficacy of tactics used to manage the evolution of resistance within insect populations. 125 
 126 
2. Materials and Methods 127 
2.1 Genome re-sequencing and mapping reads to the reference assembly 128 
All A. glycines used for pooled sequencing (Pool-seq) were maintained at the Iowa State 129 
University (ISU), Department of Entomology, Ames, IA.  Clonal iso-female lines from ISU A. 130 
glycines biotype 1 (ISU-B1), ISU-B2, ISU-B3, and ISU-B4 were initially established from a 131 
single parthenogenetic female collected at field sites as described earlier (Varenhorst et al., 132 
2015c).  Phenotypes of biotypes were defined by response to G. max cultivars with Rag1 and 133 
Rag2 traits (Alt and Ryan-Mahmutagic, 2013; Hill et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2008).  Iso-female 134 
lines were maintained under continuous on-plant selection [ISU-B1 aphids (avirulent toward 135 
Rag1 and Rag2) were reared on susceptible G. max, and ISU-B2, -B3, and -B4 were reared on G. 136 
max with Rag1, Rag2, and a pyramid of Rag1 and Rag2 traits, respectively] using previously 137 
described methods (Michel et al., 2010).  A total of 100 nymphs and adults were pooled 138 
separately for each ISU-B1, -B2, -B3, and -B4, and genomic DNA (gDNA) extracted using the 139 
Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following 140 
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manufacturer instructions with modifications including sample inversion 20 times instead of 141 
vortexed at all relevant steps, and inclusion of a digestion with 1.0 µg ml-1 RNaseA for 30 142 
minutes at room temperature immediately following Proteinase K digestion.  Eluted gDNA was 143 
quantified on a Nanodrop2000 (Thermo-Fisher, Wilmington, DE) and quality was evaluated by 144 
electrophoresis on a 0.9% agarose gel.  Between 2.0 and 4.2 µg of gDNA for each biotype was 145 
submitted to the ISU DNA Facility, Ames, IA where indexed paired-end libraries were 146 
constructed for each sample using TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Library Preparation Kits (Illumina, 147 
San Diego, CA).  Paired-end 100 bp or 150 bp sequence read data was generated on either 148 
HiSeq2500 or HiSeq3000 platforms (Illumina; Table 1), and raw sequence read data provided in 149 
fastq format and submitted to GenBank Short Read Archive (SRA) database.  150 
 Raw fastq formatted read data were evaluated using FastQC (Andrews, 2010), and then 151 
nucleotides below a Phred quality score threshold of 20 (q < 20) across a 4 nucleotide long 152 
sliding window and Illumina sequencing adapters were trimmed using Trimmomatic 0.32 153 
(Bolger et al., 2014).  The Bowtie2 -build command was used to index the unordered scaffolds in 154 
the reference genome assembly, Ag_bt1_v6, generated from an A. glycines biotype1 iso-female 155 
line maintained at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign (UIUC), (Giordano et al., 156 
2019).  Both paired and unpaired reads from Illumina HiSeq libraries for ISU-B1, -B2, -B3, and -157 
B4 (Table 1) were aligned against the indexed Ag_bt1_v6 reference using the Bowtie2 -align 158 
command in unpaired mode (-U), and allowed soft-clipping to remove end of reads that were not 159 
aligned (--local) and output in a sequence and alignment/map (sam) file format.  For each iso-160 
female line-specific sequence alignment and map (sam) file, Samtools (Li et al., 2009) was used 161 
for conversion to binary alignment/map (bam) format and sorted by genomic coordinates.  Each 162 
subsequent sorted bam file was then filtered to remove reads with a mapping quality score 163 
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(MAPQ) < 30 (probability of correct alignments ≥ 0.999), and remove reads that did not map to 164 
the Ag_bt1_v6 reference assembly (-F 0x0004) using Samtools -view.  Each filtered and sorted 165 
bam file was converted to mpileup format using Samtools.   166 
 167 
2.2 Prediction and validation of biotype-specific single nucleotide polymorphisms 168 
Misalignments can occur at positions immediately adjacent to short insertion/deletion 169 
(indel) mutations, and were thus masked within each of the bam files generated above.  To do 170 
this, scripts were used from the Popoolation1 package (Koefler et al., 2011).  Specifically, the 171 
identify-genomic-indel-regions.pl script was used to identify indels containing genome intervals 172 
(parameters --indel-window 4; --min-count 4) and report results in a gene transfer format (gtf) 173 
file.  This gtf was then used to filter sorted bam alignments with the script filter-pileup-by-gtf.pl 174 
(default parameters).  The script variance-sliding.pl was used to predict the location of variant 175 
nucleotides and nucleotide counts at each SNP position within each iso-female line-specific 176 
alignment file [parameters --window-size 1, --min-coverage-fraction 0.4, --min-coverage 50, and 177 
--max-coverage 300 (HiSeq2500 data) or 600 (HiSeq3000 data), and --snp-output].  SNP output 178 
was filtered to remove positions with minor allele frequencies < 0.05 in order to remove potential 179 
miscalls.   180 
The minor allele frequency (MAF) was calculated for each SNP position predicted from 181 
each of the ISU iso-female line read alignments, and the difference in MAF at SNP positions 182 
subsequently calculated between biotypes.  Pairwise MAF differences were filtered for those 183 
equal to 1.0 (i.e. retain only putative SNPs that are fixed for alternate nucleotides with respect to 184 
the reference Ag_bt1_v6 and between iso-female lines).  Nucleotides ± 300 bp from each 185 
predicted putative iso-female line-specific SNP were retrieved from scaffolds in Ag_bt1_v6 186 
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using Bedtools getfasta (Quinlan and Hall, 2010), and then used as queries to search the 187 
predicted CDS from gene models of Ag_bt1_v6 using the BLASTn algorithm (Altschul et al., 188 
1990).  Query results were filtered for only CDS that were within the defined genome region 189 
containing the SNP.  Oligonucleotide primers were designed to amplify genome regions 190 
containing SNP positions using Primer3 (Untegasser et al., 2012; amplicon size minimum = 250 191 
bp and Tm range = 60 to 65⁰C).  A total of 24 individual A. glycines samples were obtained 192 
from each ISU-B1, -3, and -4, and UIUC-B1, -2, -3-, and -4 iso-female lines.  For UICU lines, 193 
each was initiated from a single female of avirulent biotype 1 (UIUC-B1), or one of three 194 
virulent biotypes (UIUC-B2, -B3, and -B4).  Extraction of gDNA from individual aphids used 50 195 
µl QuickExtract™ DNA Extraction Solution (Lucigen, Middleton, WI) per sample, and all other 196 
steps performed according to manufacturer’s instructions.  Each gDNA extract was quantified on 197 
a DeNovix DS-11 FX+ spectrophotometer (DeNovix, Wilmington, DE) and diluted to 10 ng µl-1 198 
with nuclease-free water. 199 
PCR amplicons wherein predicted SNPs were not within restriction endonuclease (RE) 200 
sites were detected by unidirectional Sanger sequencing.  For this, gDNA fragments were PCR 201 
amplified and sequenced using methods as described previously (Ellard et al. 2009; Coates et al., 202 
2013), using primers for A. glycines loci (Table S1A).  Samples were submitted to the Iowa 203 
State University DNA Facility, Ames, IA where single-pass Sanger sequencing reactions were 204 
performed with either forward or reverse primer (Table S1A), and fragments separated on an 205 
ABI3700 capillary electrophoresis system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).  SNPs were 206 
predicted from electropherograms at positions using novoSNP (Weckx et al., 2005).  PCR 207 
amplicons wherein SNPs putatively changed RE recognitions sites were validated using PCR-208 
RFLP assays performed similarly to those described previously (Coates et al., 2013), with 209 
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substitution of appropriate RE (Table S1B) and analyzed by 2 to 3.5% agarose gel 210 
electrophoresis.   211 
 212 
2.3 Sliding window-based genome scan 213 
Nucleotide diversity (π) was estimated among reads from each biotype-specific library in 214 
a sliding window approach using the variance-sliding.pl script in the PoPoolation1 package 215 
(Kofler et al., 2011a), following methods analogous to Steele et al. (2015).  Where π is an 216 
estimate of within biotype diversity which takes into account relative nucleotide frequency 217 
within the sample (Nei and Li 1979).  In this study, π is the mean proportion of nucleotides that 218 
differ among sequence reads from an iso-female line aligned to a given 1,000 bp region of the 219 
reference genome.  Specifically, variance-sliding.pl was used to estimate π within 1,000 bp 220 
intervals along the reference Ag_bt1_v6 assembly independently for each set of aligned reads 221 
from ISU-B1, -B2, -B3, and -B4.  Estimates of π were made with respect to a pool-size set to 100 222 
(--pool-size 100) and filtered for intervals with --min-coverage-fraction 0.4, --min-coverage 50, 223 
and --max-coverage 300.  Due to differences in the number of scaffolds to which reads were 224 
aligned, Popoolation1 output was filtered to include only 1,000 bp windows that were shared 225 
among all iso-female lines.  Modifications of other estimators of population genetic 226 
differentiation (e.g. FST; Wright, 1950) or tests for neutrality among DNA sequences (e.g. 227 
Tajima’s D; Tajima, 1989) could not be applied using scripts in PoPoolation packages (Kofler et 228 
al., 2011a, 2011b) since our datasets were comprised of clonal individuals with a single 229 
genotype. 230 
Estimates of π within 1,000 bp windows from each iso-female library were converted to 231 
the metric πdiff (πdiff = πvirulent biotype – πavirulent biotype1) that accounted for intraspecific variation of 232 
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avirulent ISU-B1 with respect to the biotype 1 Ag_bt1_v6 reference assembly.  In other words, 233 
since Ag_bt1_v6 represents a consensus sequence from a biotype 1 iso-female line (Giordano et 234 
al., 2019), subtraction of estimates of π for ISU-B1 accounted for within avirulent biotype 235 
variance within each of the sliding windows.  This subtraction of the estimated level of variance 236 
within ISU-B1 from corresponding virulent ISU-B2, -B3 and -B4 genome intervals, πdiff, 237 
provided a standardized comparison across virulent biotypes that accounts for background 238 
genetic variation within the avirulent biotype 1.  Genome intervals with a positive πdiff (higher π 239 
in virulent biotype) were interpreted as under the influence of a selective sweep for an 240 
advantageous genetic factor in avirulent biotype 1.  Analogously, those with a negative πdiff 241 
(lower π in virulent biotype) were under the influence of a selective sweep in a virulent biotype.  242 
A cutoff calling 1,000 bp windows “divergent” was set as those within the top 0.1% of each to 243 
positive and negative πdiff values (0.2% total) within each comparison.  These criteria were more 244 
stringent compared to those previous used to define divergent genome intervals (Lai et al., 2016; 245 
Zhang et al., 2018).     246 
Genome intervals shared among ≥ 2 virulent biotypes were defined as putatively 247 
contributing a common ancestral factor influencing the virulent phenotypes, and not be owed to 248 
unlikely convergence due to random genetic drift within separate lines.  This criterion was also 249 
instituted due to lack of replication of genome re-sequencing data within the same virulent 250 
biotype, such that the remainder of this study used “divergent” genome intervals that were shared 251 
by ≥ 2 comparisons of ISU-B2, -B3, or -B4 with that within avirulent ISU-B1.   252 
Data from an independent experiment that estimated FST between A. glycines populations 253 
collected from cultivars with Rag1, Rag2, and pyramided Rag1 and Rag2 traits using 2,380 SNP 254 
loci (Giordano et al. 2019) was used to test for correlation (co-occurrence) with the divergent 255 
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genome intervals identified in this study.  Specifically, the correlation between known position 256 
of the SNPs within assembly Ag_bt1_v6 were compared to the position of divergent intervals on 257 
a scaffold-by-scaffold basis.  For this least squares linear regression was used to assess the 258 
goodness of fit (r) between the counts of divergent intervals (surpassing πdiff thresholds) and 259 
SNP with a significant FST estimate between A. glycines collections from different Rag cultivars 260 
on the same scaffold.  261 
 262 
2.4 Variation in synonymous and nonsynonymous sites 263 
The script syn-nonsyn-at-position.pl from the Popoolation1 package (Kofler et al. 2011a) 264 
was used to predict the nucleotide diversity at nonsynonymous (amino acid changing) sites (piN) 265 
and synonymous sites (piS) among aligned reads within mpileup files from each ISU-B1, -B2, -266 
B3, and -B4 generated above.  Parameters were estimated among positions within genes based 267 
on gene models in the annotation file for Ag_bt1_V6, OGS6.0_20180125.gff3, that was 268 
converted to .gtf format and restricted to loci with a minimum read depth of 20 (--min-coverage 269 
20) and maximum coverage of 400 (--max-coverage 400).  Gene models that lacked synonymous 270 
and/or nonsynonymous SNPs or did not meet coverage thresholds were excluded, and the 271 
remaining estimates were used to calculate piN/piS ratios. Any piN/piS ratios > 8.0 were omitted in 272 
order to remove potential influence of incorrectly annotated gene intervals.  273 
 274 
2.5 Candidate genes 275 
In addition to the assembly of biotype 1, Ag_Bt1_v6.0 (Giordano et al. 2019; 308.0 Gbp, 276 
3,224 scaffolds with 6,000 kb scaffold N50) used for read alignment above, a mixed assembly of 277 
biotype 1 and 4, Ag_genome_v1.0 was generated by Wenger et al. (2019; 302.9 Gbp, 8,397 278 
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scaffolds with 174.5 kb scaffold N50).  A previous set of 94 putative effector protein sequences 279 
predicted from Ag_genome_v1.0 (Wenger et al., 2019) lacked homolog assignments within the 280 
Ag_bt1_v6 assembly (Giordano et al., 2019) and thus were used as queries to search the deduced 281 
protein sequences from using the BLASTp algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990).  Results filtered for 282 
those with percent identities ≥ 80%.  Genome locations for putative homologs within Ag_bt1_v6 283 
were retrieved from the file OGS6.0_20180125.gff3, and those ≤ 50 kb from divergent genome 284 
intervals were identified manually. 285 
The locations of corresponding gene models within and in proximity to 1,000 bp genome 286 
intervals that surpassed πdiff cutoff values were manually retrieved from the file 287 
OGS6.0_20180125.gff3.  Corresponding scaffold, transcript, CDS, and protein sequences for 288 
inclusive genes were parsed from appropriate fasta formatted files from Ag_Bt1_v6.0 (Giordano 289 
et al., 2019) using the selectSeqs.pl script (http://raven.wrrb.uaf.edu), and annotations retrieved  290 
from the file blast2go.annot (Giordano et al., 2019).  Additional annotations were added by 291 
querying protein models to the NCBI nr protein database (E-value cutoff <e-30), and gene 292 
ontology (GO) terms (geneontology.org) and InterProScan (Quevillon et al. 2005) using 293 
Blast2GO default setting (Conesa et al., 2005; Götz et al., 2008).  Homologs of the gene models 294 
within the Ag_Bt1_v6.0 assembly (Giordano et al. 2019) were then predicted in 295 
Ag_genome_v1.0 (Wenger et al., 2019) in order to carry out direct comparisons.  To do this, 296 
protein, CDS, and transcript models from Ag_Bt1_v6.0 were used as queries for the BLASTp or 297 
BLASTn algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990) to search local databases created from models from 298 
Ag_genome_v1.0, and results filtered for identities ≥ 98%.  Transcripts from both genome 299 
assemblies were aligned to corresponding scaffold from Ag_genome_v1.0 using Splign 300 
(Kapustin et al., 2008).  Predicted SNP positions generated from the --snp-output of variance-301 
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sliding.pl script (see section 2.2) along with transcript, intron and exon regions of inclusive genes 302 
were converted to BED format, plotted using the Gene Structure Display Server 2.0 303 
(http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/; Hu et al., 2015), and then merged with annotated gene intervals 304 
generated using Gene Palette (http://www.genepalette.org/).  These outputs were integrated with 305 
Manhattan plots of πdiff within 1,000 bp sliding windows generated across selected scaffolds in 306 
which the greatest number of divergent genome intervals were predicted.   307 
Confirmatory Sanger sequencing was performed to validate SNPs within alleles from iso-308 
female lines computationally predicted from aligned reads at highly divergent genomic loci.   For 309 
this, oligonucleotide primers were designed to amplify regions of candidate genes (introns, exons 310 
or putative regulatory regions) that spanned by 1,000bp intervals with high πdiff used Primer3 as 311 
described above (Untegasser et al., 2012).  PCR amplification reactions using locus-specific 312 
primers (Table S1B) and subsequent bidirectional Sanger sequencing was carried out as describe 313 
above, except template from 4 individuals from each the ISU and UIUC was used.  Sequence 314 
data were aligned using Clustal Omega using default parameters (Sievers et al., 2011) and SNPs 315 
predicted by novoSNP (Weckx et al., 2005).   316 
 317 
3. Results 318 
3.1 Genome re-sequencing and mapping reads to the reference assembly 319 
 Illumina fastq output provided a total of 2.07 billion short sequence reads from libraries 320 
ISU-B1, -B2, -B3, and -B4 (Table 1; range of 0.2 to 0.4 billion across biotypes).  Raw read data 321 
was submitted to the SRA database samples accessions SAMN13140981 to SAMN13140984 322 
(Table 1) under BioProject PRJNA579965. Trimming reads resulted in a total of 1.71 and 0.19 323 
billion paired and singleton reads, respectively, that surpassed thresholds of a read length ≥ 50 324 
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nucleotides and a q > 20.  Mapping of trimmed Illumina reads from A. glycines iso-female 325 
libraries to the 308 Mbp Ag_bt1_v6 reference genome assembly resulted in alignment of 51.37 326 
to 61.47% to a single genome location (1X count), and 29.60 to 33.60% to more than one 327 
location (>1X; Table 2).  A smaller proportion of reads failed to align to the Ag_bt1_v6 genome 328 
assembly, including 12.04% from the ISU-B1 colony. 329 
 330 
3.2 Prediction and validation of single nucleotide polymorphisms 331 
Between 0.401 and 1.403 million filtered SNPs were predicted among reads from 332 
libraries ISU-B1, -B2, B3, and -B4 when aligned to the reference Ag_bt2_v6 genome assembly.  333 
Additional filtering to remove SNPs with a MAF < 0.05 further reduced this predicted SNP 334 
dataset to between 167,249 and 217,750 among biotypes (Table 3; Table S2A-D).  Despite 335 
differences in absolute  SNP counts, the relative distribution of alternate allele frequencies 336 
among the filtered SNPs from each iso-female specific library were relatively similar in that the 337 
greatest proportion of alternate alleles frequencies (≥ 0.827) varied between 0.4 to 0.6 (Fig. S1), 338 
which may be indicative of a fixed heterozygous state at polymorphic SNP loci (which is 339 
possible due to the clonal parthenogenetic reproduction of aphids wherein sister chromatids are 340 
inherited as a pair of intact haplotypes between the mother and daughter progeny).  341 
Among the subset of SNP loci predicted to be fixed for different nucleotides between 342 
reads from one or more virulent biotypes (B2, B3 or B4) and biotype 1, 11 of 27 (40.74%) 343 
validated by Sanger sequencing were within a gene CDS (6 nonsynonymous and 5 synonymous 344 
mutations), and 11 were in introns.  Of the remains validated SNPs, two (18.18%) were in 5’ 345 
untranslated regions (UTRs), and three (27.27%) in noncoding locations (Table S1A).  Twenty-346 
three SNP loci were biallelic across iso-female lines, whereas four predicted SNPs (AD, AF, BH, 347 
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and CA) were monomorphic.  Comparisons between ISU and UIUC biotype 1 iso-female lines 348 
showed 14 (52%) of the alleles at putative SNP loci were congruent with the consensus reference 349 
genome or present as fixed heterozygous.  Analogously, Sanger amplicon sequencing results 350 
from ISU-B2, -B3, or -B4 individuals showed that 25 (92.5%) of the SNPs matched or were 351 
heterozygous for the predicted alternate nucleotide at each SNP locus.  Comparison between ISU 352 
and UIUC samples showed that 5 SNP loci were fixed for the predicted alternate nucleotide and 353 
9 SNP loci were fixed heterozygotes among ≥ 1 of the iso-female lines (Table S1A), and 354 
comprised putative line- or biotype-specific markers.  No single SNP was capable of 355 
distinguishing between all four biotypes.  However, several informative line-independent biotype 356 
diagnostic markers were confirmed.  For example, marker CD could distinguish between all 357 
biotypes except 3 and 4, and marker CB differentiated biotypes 3 from and 4.  Using two or more 358 
of these markers allowed for the molecular-based differentiation of biotypes.  Other markers 359 
distinguished fixed genotypes within or between biotype-specific iso-female lines, but these 360 
markers were not capable of separating biotypes in all cases.   361 
Analogously, among the 12 SNP loci predicted within RE sites assayed by PCR-RFLP 10 362 
(83.3%) were polymorphic (Table S1B).  Genotypes at five marker loci (Alias A, C, I, M and N) 363 
were unique to one or more biotype-specific colonies from ISU or UIUC, and could differentiate 364 
these colonies from all others (i.e. colony-specific genotypes).  Among the 5 other polymorphic 365 
makers, genotypes at these loci were capable of differentiating between > 1 pair of iso-female 366 
lines.  For example, marker alias K has a fixed heterozygous genotype in the UICU biotype 2 367 
iso-female line, which could differentiate it from biotype 3 and 4 iso-female lines from both ISU 368 
and UICU.  The biotype 1 iso-female lines from both ISU and UICU were the only to have an 369 
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A2 allele at marker alias N, and was capable of differentiating biotype 1 from all other biotype-370 
specific lines. 371 
 372 
3.3 Sliding window-based genome scan 373 
The Ag_bt1_v6 assembly contained a total of 308,065 possible 1,000 bp windows, to 374 
which between 302,600 and 304,773 were aligned with reads from among the ISU-B1, -B2, -B3, 375 
and -B4 libraries (Table 4; Table S3A-D).  Further filtering of genome intervals to remove those 376 
with low proportional coverage of mapped reads (< 0.4) resulted in ≥ 242,916 intervals for each 377 
of the biotypes.  The maximum estimated π (mean nucleotide differences per site) with respect to 378 
the reference assembly in the retained set of genome intervals were 0.0291, 0.0265, 0.0285, and 379 
0.0233 from ISU-B1, -B2, -B3, and -B4, respectively (Table 4; Table S3A-D).  The distribution 380 
of ranked estimates of π were highly skewed in that ≤ 141 genome intervals (≤ 6.48 x 10-4 of all 381 
intervals) showed a π > 0.0100 mean nucleotide changes per nucleotide site (Fig. S1). 382 
The metric πdiff was used as an indicator of degree of estimated variance in nucleotide 383 
sequence within a given virulent iso-female line with respect to the avirulent ISU-B1.  The mean 384 
for πdiff for πvirulentISU-B2 – πavirulentISU-B1, πvirulentISU-B3 – πavirulentISU-B1, and πvirulentISU-B4 – πavirulentISU-385 
B1
 was –0.000040±0.000976, –0.000073±0.000974 and 0.000012±0.001012, respectively.  A 386 
total of 126 and 227 intervals had positive and negative πdiff values, respectively.   Outliers were 387 
present only among a relatively small number of intervals at the tails of the distribution. Values 388 
of πdiff  ranged from ≥ 0.013231 to ≤ –0.02337 among virulent biotypes when each were 389 
compared to avirulent ISU-B1 (Fig. 1; Table S4A-C).  Initial cutoff for selecting intervals 390 
within the top ±0.1% resulted in 242, 242, and 226 respectively from the tails of the distribution 391 
for each comparison of ISU-B2, -B3, and -B4 with avirulent B1, wherein cutoffs of near 392 
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≥0.005210 were used (Fig. 1).  Among these divergent intervals, 148 were in common among all 393 
virulent biotypes (48 positive and 100 negative πdiff values; Fig. 2), and 353 were shared by ≥ 2 394 
virulent biotypes (Table S5; 126 positive πdiff, P_001 to P_126, and 227 negative πdiff, N_001 395 
to N_227).  A greater number of genome intervals divergent with respect to B1 were in common 396 
between ISU-B2 and -B3 (n = 176; 70 and 106 for positive and negative πdiff, respectively), and 397 
conversely ISU-B4 had a higher proportion of genome intervals that were unique.  The 353 398 
divergent genome intervals shared among ≥ 2 virulent iso-female lines were located on 63 399 
different scaffolds within the 4224 scaffolds in the Ag_bt1_v6 assembly (< 0.02% of the total), 400 
and 226 of 353 (64.0%) were located on one of 15 scaffolds (Fig. 3A; 14.2 ± 3.8 divergent 401 
intervals per scaffold; 8.97 ± 5.64 Mb per scaffold).  In 23 instances, between 2 and 4 divergent 402 
intervals were adjacent or within ± 2,000 bp of one another (56 of 353 divergent intervals, 403 
15.9%) (Table S6).  404 
Furthermore, the 353 intervals that surpassed πdiff  thresholds between ≥ 2 virulent 405 
biotypes also were on scaffolds co-located with 567 of 608 (93.26%) SNP marker loci that 406 
showed significant FST estimates between populations of different biotype assignment 407 
(populations SNP data from Giordano et al. 2019) were positioned on 48 different scaffolds (Fig. 408 
3A).  Within this comparison 236 of 608 SNPs (53.6%) were co-located on the 15 most 409 
divergent scaffolds (Fig. 3A inset graph).  These SNP-based FST estimates represent an 410 
independent population-based estimate of inter-biotype divergence (Table S7; provided by 411 
Giordano et al., 2019).  Least Square regression showed a significant correlation between the 412 
number of divergent intervals and SNPs with significant FST estimates per scaffold (r = 0.6271; 413 




3.4 Variation in synonymous and nonsynonymous sites 416 
Prediction of directional selection via comparison of nucleotide variation at 417 
nonsynonymous (πN) to synonymous sites (πS) with the πN/πS statistic was made for 6,999, 418 
10,056, 10,382, and 17,038of 42,247 gene models in ISU-B1, -B2, -B3 and -B4, respectively 419 
(Table S8a).  A majority of genes obtained no estimate due to division by πS = 0 or omission 420 
due to being under coverage thresholds.  Regardless, between 283 and 939 of gene models 421 
within the Ag_bt1_v6 assembly that had an estimated 2.0 ≤ πN/πS ≤ 8.0 (Table 3), where the 422 
fewest (n = 269) were predicted among aligned ISU-B3 reads and greatest were among ISU-B2 423 
(n = 939).  Within this set of gene models, 135 had a πN/πS ≥ 2 among two or more virulent 424 
biotypes (0.32% of all gene models), and were consider further as candidate genes under 425 
selection (Table S8b).  Eighty-one scaffolds that contained divergent intervals and/or genes with 426 
a πN/πS ≥ 2, and 75 of 135 genes (55.6%) were co-located with 15 most divergent scaffolds 427 
(Fig. 3C).  Furthermore, Least Square regression indicated a significant correlation between the 428 
count of divergent intervals and genes on these 81 scaffolds (r = 0.6271; F1,79 = 48.90, P < 0.001; 429 
Fig. 3D).  Gene models AG6021457 (inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor hear chain H4-like protein) 430 
and AG6030437 (uncharacterized protein) had 2.48 ≤ πN/πS ≤ 4.34 and 4.49 ≤ πN/πS ≤ 6.22, 431 
respectively, and were the only two that surpassed cutoffs among all three virulent biotypes.  432 
Gene models AG6031788 and AG6014339 showed πN/πS ≥ 7.225 in B3 and B4 (Table S8b), 433 
and also high estimates of πdiff ≥ 0.008542 (Table 6). 434 
 435 
3.5 Candidate genes 436 
Homolog assignment is lacking between assemblies Ag_genome_v1 (Wenger et al., 437 
2019) and Ag_bt1_v6 (Giordano et al. 2019).  Therefore, a BLASTp approach was used to 438 
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predict homologs for a set of 94 previously putative effector proteins (Wenger et al., 2019).  439 
BLASTp results from this study predicted one-to-one homologs for 90 of the 94 of the effector 440 
proteins (95.7%) between those previously defined in Ag_genome_v1 (Wenger et al., 2019) and 441 
gene models from Ag_bt1_v6 (identities ≥ 70%; Table S9).  Among the 353 genome intervals 442 
with a πdiff that surpassed thresholds, the effector AG014020-PA/AG6014331-PA encoding an 443 
endocuticle structural glycoprotein (Wenger et al., 2019) was located on scaffold 444 
SBAphidCtg1065.  This gene was ≤ 5,773 bp from two divergent genome intervals with reduced 445 
nucleotide variation in ISU-B1 compared to all virulent iso-female lines (Table 5).  All 446 
remaining effectors were ≥ 12,633 bp from the nearest divergent genome interval.  When all 447 
gene models were considered, 179 protein coding genes were partially or completely within ± 448 
10,000 bp of the 353 divergent genome intervals shared by ≥ 2 virulent iso-female lines (Table 449 
S6).  BLASTp search results showed that a majority of these 179 protein coding genes either had 450 
no significant similarities to database entries (n = 83; 46.4%) or matched uncharacterized 451 
proteins (n = 45; 25.1%) (Table S10).  Among 47 genes that received 76 different InterProScan 452 
GO terms, (F) nucleic acid binding activity (n = 5), (C) membrane associated (n = 4), and (P) 453 
carboxylic acid metabolic process and sensory perception of smell (n = 3) were most prevalent 454 
but were not significantly enriched (P < 0.05; results not shown).   455 
Among intervals with the greatest πdiff, two adjacent 1,000 bp regions from Ag_bt1_v6 456 
SBAphidCtg2606 positions 87,000 to 89,000 showed the lowest (most negative) πdiff and were 457 
shared among ISU-B2, -B3, and -B4 (Table 6A).  Specifically, ISU-B2, -B3, and -B4 showed no 458 
sequence variation with respect to the Ag_bt1_v6 assembly, whereas ISU-B1 had 63 predicted 459 
SNPs in this region that coincided with gene model AG6036487 (Fig. S3A).  Further Sanger 460 
sequence validation showed that SNPs were located within both intron and exon regions of 461 
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AG6036487 within biotype 1 samples from both ISU and UIUC, but most were non-synonymous 462 
(amino acid changing; Fig. S3B).  Furthermore, a lack of nucleotide variation was validated for 463 
all samples within both ISU and UIUC lines biotype 2 and 3-specific iso-female line (Fig. S3B).  464 
Correspondingly, the most positive πdiff values spanned three consecutive genome intervals from 465 
positions 2,700 to 3,000 on SBAphidCtg1058, which were ≥ 2,658 bp downstream from gene 466 
model AG6036932, but only surpassed πdiff thresholds for ISU-B2 and -B3 compared to ISU-B1 467 
(Table 6B).  Neither gene had significant similarity to database entries. 468 
The genomic interval on scaffold SBAphidCtg1054 positions 4,886,000 to 4,887,000 469 
showed the highest positive πdiff among all the intervals that were shared among all virulent iso-470 
female lines (Table 6A), and was one of 19 intervals on SBAphidCtg1054 that surpassed πdiff 471 
cutoffs for comparisons of ISU-B2, -B3, and B4 with ISU-B1 (Fig. 4A; Table S6).  This interval 472 
was 2,303 bp upstream of a putative unconventional myosin Va protein coding gene, 473 
AG6009037-RA (Fig. 4B).  An unconventional myosin Va protein annotation was assigned to 474 
the adjacent AG6009038-RA in the Ag_bt1_v6 assembly (Giordano et al. 2019), as well as gene 475 
models AG009608-RA and AG009609-RA from scaffold 1238 in Ag_genome_v1 (Wenger et al. 476 
2019).  Exons from AG6009037-RA and AG6009038-RA, and AG009608-RA and AG009609-477 
RA occupied homologous sequence between the two assemblies.  Preliminary manual re-478 
annotation based on alignment of the A. gossypii gene model XM_027984072.1 predicted a 479 
1,222 amino acid encoding A. glycines unconventional myosin Va protein (Fig. S4C) with 99% 480 
identity to the protein encoded by XM_027984072.1.  Values of πdiff near thresholds were also 481 
present for intervals up to 27 kb upstream of the transcript AG6009037-RA, which spanned 482 
sequence of gene models AG6009035-RA and AG6009036-RA (Fig. 4B), but did not eclipse 483 
criteria for πdiff that we applied.  A second myosin, a putative non-muscle myosin II regulatory 484 
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light chain protein coding gene, AG6015176-PA, is encoded on SBAphidCtg1025 and within 485 
two adjacent genome intervals with πdiff values that were beyond thresholds for ISU-B2 and -B3 486 
compared to ISU-B1 (Table 6A).  This region showed the highest πdiff compared to 12 other 487 
divergent intervals predicted on SBAphidCtg1025 (Fig. 5A, B), and was within a ~5 Mbp region 488 
that showed low variation in virulent ISU-B4 compared to the avirulent ISU-B1.  Predicted 489 
SNPs were located within the 3’-UTR as well as upstream of the transcript AG6015176-PA (Fig. 490 
5C).  Multiple sequence alignment of A. pisum NM_001162124.2 against SBAphidCtg1025, as 491 
well as web BLASTp search results indicated that positions 664 to 1,185 of AG6015176-PA 492 
show homology with the myosin regulatory light chain protein encoded by NM_001162124.2.  493 
Furthermore, this newly deduced 173 amino acid A. glycines peptide showed 88% identity with 494 
the 174 aa D. melanogaster myosin regulatory light chain spaghetti squash (sqh) isoform A 495 
(NP_511057; Fig. S5).  All SNPs were downstream of the AG6015176-RA coding sequence and 496 
not predicted to cause any amino acid changes. 497 
A genome interval on scaffold SBAphidCtg1003 showed reduced variation (i.e. a 498 
selective sweep) between both ISU-B2 and -B3 when compared to either ISU-B1 or -B4 (Fig. 499 
6A), and is positioned within and immediately upstream of a putatively annotated dynein light 500 
chain roadblock-type 1 (DYNLRB1)-like protein coding gene model, AG6026344, in assembly 501 
Ag_bt1_v6 (Table 6B).  Alignment of AG014587 from assembly Ag_genome_v1 did not 502 
contain exon 1 of the corresponding model AG6026344 (Fig. 6).  Specifically, the latter protein 503 
model contained 22 residues at the N-terminus that were not present within the 97 to 100 amino 504 
acid long orthologs from other insect species (Fig. S6). 505 
Additionally, a putative 1,237 amino acid long myrosinase/glycosyl hydrolase subfamily 506 
1 member encoded by AG6019251-RA on SBAphidCtg1040 showed a high degree of nucleotide 507 
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divergence among ISU-B2, -B3 and -B4 contrasted with to the relative lack of SNP variation in 508 
ISU-B1 compared to the reference Ag_bt1_v6 (Positive πdiff values ≥ 0.009056; Table 6).  509 
SNPs giving rise to differences in estimated π in the genome interval SBAphidCtg1040 positions 510 
30,000 to 31,000 were located within the 5,503 bp intron 14 of AG6019251-RA (Fig. S7A).  511 
Comparison with gene models from Ag_genome_v1 (Wenger et al., 2019) showed that four, 512 
AG014238-, AG015630-, AG015635-, and AG015636-RA, coincided and often shared the same 513 
intron-exon junction with AG6019251-RA.  Further reannotation defined two separate consensus 514 
glycosyl hydrolase active sites, [LIVMFSTC]-[LIVFYS]-[LIV]-[LIVMST]-E-N-G-515 
[LIVMFAR]-[CSAGN], in AG6019251-RA (Glutamine, E, active residue in bold; Fig. S7B), 516 
which is identical to the number annotated within AG015630-PA.  In contrast, models 517 
AG015635- and AG015636-PA each have a single consensus that is similar to the original 518 
myrosinase characterized from Brevicoryne brassicae (Jones et al., 2002).  AG014238-PA was 519 
the exception in that it contained no discernable consensus active site (Fig. S7C).  Considering 520 
our revised set of gene models, the divergent genome interval on SBAphidCtg1040 positions 521 
30,000 to 31,000 was located downstream of gene model AG015235-RA (Fig. S7A).  An 522 
additional region of SNP variation from positions 34,000 to 36,000 was located within intron 2, 523 
but did not surpass πdiff thresholds. 524 
Several protein-coding genes were more than 10,000 bp from a divergent region. The 525 
presence of genes involved in the breakdown of plant macromolecules was noted. The 346 526 
amino acid protein encoded by gene model AG6002656 showed 97.98% identity to 527 
XP_027846740.1, a cathepsin b-like cysteine protease from A. gossypii, and was located 12.6kb 528 
from an interval with higher π among the virulent biotypes compared to avirulent biotype 1 529 
(Table 5). Two genes, AG6003399 and AG6003409, had 82.03% and 96.43% identity to two A. 530 
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gossypii maltase2-like proteins XP_027848442.1 and XP_027848437.1, respectively. 531 
AG6003399 was located within three 1,000 bp divergent regions and showed reduced variation 532 
(i.e. a selective sweep) at all regions except 2,250,000..2,251,000 in ISU-B4 (Table 6). 533 
AG6003409 encodes a putative effector (Wenger et al., 2019) lying 38.6kb away from divergent 534 
interval and exhibited evidence of a selective sweep among all virulent biotypes (Table 5).  535 
 536 
4. Discussion 537 
4.1 Impacts of resistance on the control of pest arthropods 538 
Insects have developed resistance to various insecticidal agents used within control 539 
regimes by crop and livestock producers (Helps et al., 2017; Tabashnik et al., 2017). Host plant 540 
resistance traits encompass a range of structural and biochemical mechanisms that can suppress 541 
pest insect infestations and/or growth (Smith and Clement, 2012), and are valuable pest 542 
management tools (Gu et al., 2008).  Durability of insect control measures, including HPR, may 543 
be improved by developing insect resistance management (IRM) plans (Head and Greenplate, 544 
2012).  Recent studies demonstrate that the efficacy of an IRM plan could be measured by direct 545 
estimation of changes in resistance allele frequencies within target insect populations over time 546 
(Riveron et al., 2014; Banerjee et al., 2017).  Virulence of A. glycines to G. max HPR poses a 547 
challenge for use as a field management tactic, especially given that the causal molecular genetic 548 
mechanisms of virulence remain unknown.  If these mechanisms were known, methods to track 549 
changes in demographics could be developed.  550 
 551 
4.2 Prediction of divergent genome regions (selective sweeps) among biotypes 552 
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In the current study, we found that nucleotide diversity was relatively homogenized 553 
across a vast majority of genomic regions, although genome-wide variation is shared to a higher 554 
degree between ISU-B2 and -B3 compared to ISU-B4 (Fig. 2).  Overall, a relatively small 555 
number of 1,000 bp genome intervals contain nucleotide diversity (nucleotide sequence changes) 556 
that are putatively associated with virulence to two or more Rag trait phenotypes within biotype-557 
specific iso-female lines (Table S5).  Among these divergent A. glycines genome regions, 238 558 
(67.4%) are located on one of 15 scaffolds (Fig. 3B), and several of these divergent 1,000 bp 559 
intervals are adjacent to one another suggesting only a small portion of the genome is associated 560 
with genomic differences among biotypes.  Furthermore, the scaffolds with divergent intervals 561 
between biotypes are coincident and correlated with those on which SNP markers with 562 
significantly diverged FST estimates between biotypes are located (Giordano et al. 2019; Fig. 563 
3A;).  Furthermore, these two independent lines of evidence implicating these scaffolds in the 564 
differentiation of the avirulent and virulent A. glycines biotypes point to a correspondence 565 
between datasets obtained using different methods and implicate the same genome regions as 566 
being putatively involved in virulence.  567 
The underlying variation in nucleotide sequence differences that are the basis for 568 
divergence in estimates of π between virulent and avirulent iso-female lines could arguably be 569 
due to the effects of ≥ 1 selective sweep.  Specifically, selection for an advantageous allele can 570 
result in the fixation or near fixation of a single haplotype across a genome interval (Smith and 571 
Haigh, 1974; Durrett and Schweinsberg, 2004).  This reduction in nucleotide diversity in 572 
proximity to an adaptive locus is modulated in size and magnitude by the strength and 573 
persistence of selection pressures, degree of allelic dominance, as well as the level of 574 
recombination that has occurred since the onset of selection (Kaplan et al., 1989; Hudson et al., 575 
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1994; Teshima and Przeworski, 2006).  It should be noted that selective sweeps may not always 576 
lead to signatures of reduced local chromosomal variation, where for instance soft or incomplete 577 
sweeps within a population and epistasis acting within a polygenic adaptive trait can result in the 578 
retention of ancestral polymorphism (Pritchard et al., 2010; Schrider et al., 2015).  Regardless, 579 
this approach has proven useful for identifying genome regions involved in insect adaptions to 580 
insecticide exposure (Steele et al., 2015), and population and ecological dynamics (Fabian et al., 581 
2012; Tobler et al., 2013).  The results of this study support the premise that several A. glycines 582 
genome regions may have been swept to fixation or near fixation, and this has likely been 583 
influenced by selection for survival on G. max cultivars with Rag traits.  584 
 585 
4.3 Considerations for assessing clonal genotypes 586 
Due to the parthenogenetic mode of aphid reproduction (Davis et al., 2012) and unknown 587 
extent to which A. glycines undergo sexual reproduction and genetic recombination during 588 
gametogenesis, the degree to which the haplotype blocks within a selective sweep are reduced in 589 
size over time is ambiguous.  In the strictly asexual nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, selective 590 
sweeps are characterized which impact entire chromosomes (Anderson et al., 2012), but to our 591 
knowledge no analogous data is available for asexual or parthenogenetic insects.  Thus, the 592 
asexual reproduction by A. glycines and potential low-level genetic recombination compared to 593 
outcrossing species may arguably be hypothesized to maintain the effects of selective sweeps 594 
over broad genome regions such that genes unrelated to virulence may also have been carried to 595 
near fixation within a haplotype. Therefore, since the 3,224 scaffolds in the A. glycines Ab-596 
bt1_v6 assembly are unordered, the proximity of all divergent genome intervals or the 15 597 
divergent scaffolds containing 238 of these intervals with respect to one another remains 598 
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unknown.  Furthermore, the historical reduction of genetic recombination may act to fix 599 
particular genotypes, even heterozygotes, within a population or laboratory-maintained iso-600 
female line, as we documented here (Table S1).  In these scenarios, the dominance of allelic 601 
pairs in fixed heterozygotes could theoretically mask the contribution of recessive virulence 602 
genes, as documented by the observation of virulent F1 progeny from a cross between A. pisum 603 
parents that were avirulent to Medicago truncatula carrying resistance to A. pisum, RAP, genes 604 
(Kanvil et al., 2015).  Taking this into account, the current study may not have detected all 605 
virulence genes due to the effects of dominance within heterozygous genotypes of iso-female 606 
lines that were analyzed.  Future studies on independently isolated iso-female lines or field 607 
collected biotype populations may therefore prove useful in the identification of additional A. 608 
glycines genome regions associated with virulence. 609 
The comparative experimental designs used in the present study relied upon the detection 610 
of variation among short Illumina reads between single laboratory reared clonal iso-female lines 611 
for each biotype (Table 1).  Doing so likely impacted the level of genetic diversity within each 612 
Illumina library, where fixed heterozygote genotypes were present (Fig. S1), and limited the 613 
scope of analyses that could be run.  Specifically, assumptions used for estimates of 614 
subpopulation differentiation, FST, are violated for comparisons among clonal genotypes 615 
(Balloux et al., 2003; Lambertini et al., 2010) were not considered valid to perform within this 616 
study.  Additionally, due to lack of biological replication within biotype across > 1 iso-female 617 
lines could arguably have resulted in the fixation of genome intervals between lines due to the 618 
influence of random genetic drift.  Regardless, we contend that identification of the same 619 
ancestral genome regions among ≥ 2 independent virulent iso-female lines when compared to 620 
with biotype 1 provides evidence for a putative role in the phenotype of the corresponding 621 
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virulent biotypes.  This coincidence between iso-female lines would be difficult to explain by the 622 
independent effects of random genetic drift or a genetic bottleneck.  Furthermore, the significant 623 
correlation between scaffold positions of divergent genome intervals and SNP-based FST 624 
estimates between populations collected from different Rag varieties (proxy for biotype), suggest 625 
that factors on the 15 scaffolds proposed here may impact aphid virulence phenotypes.  Thus, the 626 
probable elimination of drift and bottlenecks, and supporting evidence from inter-population 627 
variance shown here, may provide evidence to suggest that selection (selective sweeps) could 628 
have shaped to observed differences in nucleotide diversity between biotypes.   629 
 630 
4.4 Candidate genes in proximity to divergent intervals and putatively under selection 631 
Two π measures were used to predict sequence differentiation and putative candidates 632 
between A. glycines biotypes: 1) unrestricted variation across the entire genome inclusive of gene 633 
coding and regulatory regions (πdiff), and 2) variation within protein coding regions (πN/πS) that 634 
is indicative of protein structural changes.  Among the divergent genomic intervals identified as 635 
surpassing πdiff thresholds, 179 (50.1%) were within ±10,000 bp of a protein coding gene 636 
(Table S6).  Among these protein coding regions, one was a previously predicted A. glycines 637 
effector gene encoding a putative secreted endocuticle structural glycoprotein (Wenger et al., 638 
2019; Table 5).  Despite the regions of high divergence between virulent and avirulent biotypes 639 
being ~4 to 6 kb downstream of this effector, cis-acting enhancer and silencer elements several 640 
kb up- or down-stream of a gene can affect transcription (Buckland 2006; Chorley et al., 2008).  641 
This effector was also predicted to be differentially regulated in avirulent biotype 1 when feeding 642 
on Rag1 cultivars (Bansal et al., 2014), but was not tested further on virulent biotypes in the 643 
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current study.  These findings suggest that the highly divergent sequence near a subset of 644 
effectors could impact their expression between virulent and avirulent A. glycines phenotypes. 645 
Interestingly, three regions putatively under the influence of a selective sweep are located 646 
within or near genes annotated as involved in intracellular cargo transport by molecular motors; a 647 
cytoskeletal-associated unconventional myosin Va (Fig. 4), a non-muscle myosin II regulatory 648 
light chain unit (Fig. 5), and dynein-motor cargo regulating protein roadblock (Fig. 6). The 649 
cytoplasmic motor protein complexes, dyneins, kinesins, and myosins, are composed of ATPases 650 
and adapter proteins that interact with the cytoskeleton and function in intracellular movements 651 
and the transport of cargos (Akhmanova and Hammer, 2010).  652 
Unconventional myosin Va (myoVa)is a dimeric cytoskeletal actin filament-binding 653 
molecular motor protein that functions in secretory vesicle transport from the Golgi to the plasma 654 
membrane, and involved in exocytosis (Desnos et al., 2007; Hammer and Sellers 2012).  In the 655 
current study, a divergent 1 kb region on SBAphidCtg1054 is upstream of the predicted A. 656 
glycines unconventional myosin Va transcriptional start site in virulent biotypes (Fig. 4), 657 
whereas few SNPs are within avirulent biotype 1.  This suggests that a selective sweep has 658 
carried a region with putative upstream cis-regulatory regions (promoter and/or enhance 659 
elements) to fixation within ISU-B1.  Analogously, this study identifies a divergent genome 660 
interval within the 3’-UTR and regions downstream of an A. glycines ortholog of the non-muscle 661 
myosin II protein spaghetti-squash (sqh) (Fig. 5), This gene has several cellular functions in 662 
other organisms (reviewed by Vicente-Manzanares et al., 2009) including in the  intracellular 663 
vesicle transport (Ñeco et al., 2004) and exocytosis (Togo and Steinhardt 2004).  Similar to 664 
myoVa, a selective sweep upstream of sqh might suggest that there is an impact on expression or 665 
other aspects of function, but these are yet to be resolved. 666 
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Additionally, a genomic region upstream of AG6026344 encoding a putative 100 amino 667 
acid dynein light chain roadblock-1 (DYNRB1)-like protein (Fig. S6) that shows decreased π in 668 
ISU-B2 and -B3 (i.e. indicative of a selective sweep) that was not present in ISU-B1 or -B4 669 
(Table 6; Fig. 6B).  Interestingly, dyneins are multiprotein complexes that function in force-670 
generation on microtubules and act within intracellular transport mechanisms (Roberts et al., 671 
2013; Tapia et al., 2019).  This study shows evidence of a selective sweep within the control 672 
region of the putative A. glycines DYNLRB1 in ISU-B2 and -B3, but not ISU-B4.  Even though 673 
intriguing, the impact of this genomic variation, any association with differential expression 674 
between virulent biotypes remains unknown.   675 
Estimates of π were higher among all virulent iso-female lines compared to ISU-B1 in a 676 
genome interval downstream of and within intron 2 of AG015235-RA (Fig. S7A).  AG015235-677 
RA is part of a tandem duplicated family of myrosinase/glycosyl-hydrolase family 1 members 678 
which function in the hydrolysis of glucosinolate into toxic byproducts for plant defense to 679 
herbivore feeding (Bradbourne and Mithen, 2000; Kim and Jander, 2007).  Glucosinolates also 680 
can act as feeding stimulants for specialist herbivores, such as the cabbage aphid, B. brassicae 681 
(Gabrys et al., 1997), or sequestered and used by insects for their own defense against predators 682 
(Müller et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2002; Kazana et al., 2007).  An analogous system in G. max 683 
involves the cleavage of isoflavonoid compounds by β-glucosidases could play a role in host 684 
plant specialization or antibiosis and antixenosis-based defenses against A. glycines (Meng et al., 685 
2011; Hohenstein et al., 2019), but this requires additional investigation. 686 
Gene model AG6031788 encoding a putative multifunctional methyltransferase subunit 687 
TRM-112-like protein was the only gene to both have high πdiff (Table 6) and πN/πS between 688 
virulent and avirulent biotypes (Table S8b).  This gene is putatively involved in tRNA or rRNA 689 
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maturation, and although any exact role in A. glycines virulence toward Rag traits remains 690 
unknown, it may be possible that modification of protein expression machinery could facilitate 691 
enhanced response to cellular stress or demands of protein excretion. Additionally, AG6021457 692 
(inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4-like protein) showed predicted influence of 693 
directional selection in protein coding regions within all virulent biotypes, but not avirulent B1 694 
(Table S8b).  The role of this, or any candidate gene, in mediating virulence remains unknown, 695 
but will undoubtedly be the focus of future research endeavors. 696 
   697 
5. Conclusions 698 
The whole-genome approach used here provides evidence suggesting the association of a 699 
relatively small number of regions in the A. glycines genome with virulence towards G. max Rag 700 
traits, which is partially corroborated by co-localization of SNP markers showing high 701 
differentiation between biotypes on a population scale (Giordano et al. 2019).  Parthenogenetic 702 
reproduction likely has impacted recombination rates in the A. glycines genome, such that the 703 
effects of selective sweeps may encompass fairly large genome regions that flank causal 704 
mutation(s). This, along with the unordered scaffolds in Ab_bt1_v6 and Ag_genome_v1 705 
assemblies, lead to uncertainty regarding the number of genome regions putatively under the 706 
influence of selective sweeps or genes under selection.  The functional annotation of genes 707 
within divergent genome intervals which function in intracellular cargo transport and the 708 
breakdown of defensive plant metabolites is intriguing, but could also be coincidental when 709 
variation has been reduced in their local genome region due to selective sweep impacting one or 710 
more adjacent genes. Additionally, changes in nucleotide diversity detected within intergenic 711 
regions could impact the function of genome elements, such as long-range enhancers that impact 712 
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local histone unwinding and gene expression, CpG methylation sites, or mircoRNA guide 713 
sequences that in turn affect genetic architectures (structure and function) between biotypes, and 714 
were not investigated here.  The future re-sequencing of multiple independent field-derived 715 
biotype-specific iso-female lines may assist in resolving the relative importance of candidate 716 
genome regions identified here.  Regardless, outcomes of this study provides novel information 717 
regarding the genomic impact of adaptations to HPR traits within an aphid species.  Future 718 
studies investigating variation transcript expression and splicing, and functional validation of 719 
candidate genes via knockout or knock-down technologies are required and should be the focus 720 
of future research endeavors. 721 
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Table 1 
Raw and trimmed Illumina read data from Aphis glycines. 
 
  Short Read Archive accessions   Raw read data  Processed read data 
 Library/Run name Sample Experiment/Run HiSeq Insert Len Read no.  Len Paired-end Single-end 
1 ISU-B1A_R1_R2_L001 SAMN13140981 SRX7064858/ 2500 180 100 62,739,823  50-87 38,315,183 16,225,018 
 ISU-B1A_R1_R2_L002  SRR10355386 2500 180 100 61,717,610  50-87 38,489,926 15,962,017 
 ISU-B1B_R1_R2_L001  SRX7064859/ 2500 500 100 39,413,655  50-87 32,699,635 4,092,898 
 ISU-B1B_R1_R2_L002  SRR10355385 2500 500 100 38,795,652  50-87 32,699,635 1,210,087 
2 ISU-B2A_R1_R2_L001 SAMN13140982 SRX7064860/ 2500 180 100 51,285,260  50-87 31,398,135 14,600,529 
 ISU-B2A_R1_R2_L002  SRR10355384 2500 180 100 50,206,562  50-87 31,424,133 14,222,812 
 ISU-B2B_R1_R2_L001  SRX7064861/ 2500 500 100 104,099,192  50-87   84,382,355 14,921,208 
 ISU-B2B_R1_R2_L002  SRR10355383 2500 500 100 100,847,319  50-87   84,554,161 12,399,650 
3 ISU-B3_S48_L005_R1_001 SAMN13140983 SRX7064862/ 3000 360 150 379,588,008  50-136 328,562,449 36,082,585 
 ISU-B3_S48_L005_R2_001  SRR10355382 3000 360 150 379,588,008  50-136 328,562,449 8,703,900 
4 ISU-B4_S49_L006_R1_001 SAMN13140984 SRX7064863/ 3000 360 150 399,011,900  50-136 341,722,993 42,138,817 
 ISU-B4_S49_L006_R2_001  SRR10355381 3000 360 150 399,011,900  50-136 341,722,993 9,644,361 
 
Table 2 
Illumina HiSeq read mapping to the reference Aphis glycines genome assembly Ag_bt1_v6.   
   
 Libraries Total reads 1X count (proportion)a >1X count (proportion)b 0X count (proportion)c 
1 ISU-B1-AB 259,541,762 141,084,789 (0.5436) 87,197,169 (0.3360) 31,259,804 (0.1204) 
2 ISU-B2-AB 526,748,379 270,613,164 (0.5137) 174,743,241 (0.3317) 81,391,974 (0.1545) 
3 ISU-B3 701,911,383 431,435,728 (0.6147) 307,784,712 (0.2960) 62,690,943 (0.0893) 
4 ISU-B4 735,229,164 440,705,912 (0.5994) 220,929,453 (0.3005) 73,593,799 (0.1001) 
a
 Reads that mapped to a single unique genome location (1X) 
b
 Reads that mapped to more than one location (>1X),  
c
 Reads that did not map to any genome location (0X). 
 
Table 3.  
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and diverging genes predicted within the Aphis glycines genome.  
 
  Filtered SNPsA  GenesB  
Libraries  count coverage  count 
ISU-B1-AB  167,249 70.4±19.2  283 
ISU-B2-AB  217,750 115.6±36.0  939 
ISU-B3  217,424 248.4±56.9  269 
ISU-B4  182,289 226.7±55.6  917 
A.
 Minor allele frequency > 0.05 
B.




Nucleotide diversity (π) estimates in 1,000 bp windows across the Aphis glycines genome assembly Ag_bt1_v6.    
 
 1,000 bp genome intervals  Nucleotide diversity (π) 
Library Total With mapped reads Cov ≥ 0.4  Mean Median Minimum/Maximum 
ISU-B1-AB 308,065 302,600 242,916  0.000513 0.000105 0.000000/0.0029067 
ISU-B2-AB 308,065 302,872 273,710  0.000466 0.000091 0.000000/0.0026463 
ISU-B3 308,065 304,441 274,688  0.000433 0.000049 0.000000/0.0028514 
ISU-B4 308,065 304,773 259,878  0.000511 0.000148 0.000000/0.0023261 
Cov = mean read coverage across a 1,000 bp genome interval 
 
Table 5 
Effector protein coding regions in proximity (< 100 kb) of genome intervals predicted as being divergent between iso-female lines.  Orthologs for each 
effector gene model from assembly Ag_genome_v1 (Wenger et al. 2019) are defined within the Ag_bt1_v6 assembly (Giordano et al. 2019) as defined in 
Supplementary Table S9.  Divergence within genome intervals is based on differences in nucleotide diversity (πdiff) between virulent (ISU-B2, -B3, or -B4) and 
avirulent (ISU-B1; B1) that surpass threshold values in ≥ 2 iso-female lines (highlighted gray).  D = distance from effector protein coding gene to the nearest 
interval that surpasses threshold values; interval IDs (ID) correspond to those in Supplementary Table 8; Low cov = The proportional of the 1,000 bp genome 
interval covered by aligned reads was < 0.4 and π was not calculated.  
 
Effector gene modela  Nearest divergent genome interval   πdiff  
Ag_genome_v1/Ag_bt1_v6 Scaffold: start..stop (strand)b  D (bp) ID Scaffold: start..stop  B2-B1 B3-B1 B4-B1 
AG014020/AG6014331 Ctg1065:8,109,235..8,111,227(-)  3,773 P_113 Ctg1065:8,115,000..8,116,000  0.006693 0.006661 0.007056 
   5,773 P_114 Ctg1065:8,117,000..8,118,000  0.005979 0.006095 0.009200 
AG001587/AG6002656 Ctg1001:20,075,357..20,078,367(-)  12,633 P_011 Ctg1001:20,091,000..20,091,100  0.006690 0.006722 0.000138 
AG012058/AG6003409 Ctg1009:2,288,626..2,291,268(-)  38,626 N_018 Ctg1009:2,249,000..2,450,000  -0.008961 -0.009049 -0.000883 
AG017842/AG6021391 Ctg1028:3,292,917..3,308,967(+)  21,033 N_123 Ctg1028:3,330,000..3,331,000  -0.007587 -0.008034 Low cov. 
a
 Defined by Wenger et al. (2019) in Ag_genome_v1. 
b




Aphis glycines candidate protein coding genes in proximity to genome intervals that are divergent between iso-female lines.  Divergence based on 
differences in nucleotide diversity (πdiff) between genome intervals from virulent (ISU-B2, -B3, or -B4) and avirulent (ISU-B1; B1) that surpass threshold values 
in ≥2 iso-female lines (highlighted gray).  D = distance from protein coding gene to the nearest interval that surpasses threshold values; interval IDs (ID) 
correspond to those in Supplementary Table 8; Low cov = The proportional of the 1,000 bp genome interval covered by aligned reads was < 0.4 and π was not 
calculated. NA= not annotation information from databases. 
 
A) Selective sweep in virulent iso-female lines  Nearest divergent genome interval  πdiff 
Gene modela/annotation Scaffold: start..stop (strand)a  D (bp) ID Scaffold: start..stop  B2-B1 B3-B1 B4-B1 
AG6036487/NA Ctg2606:87,365..88,557(+)  0 N_219 Ctg2606:87,000..88,000  -0.018975 -0.019004 -0.018916 
    N_220 Ctg2606:88,000..89,000  -0.023370 -0.023466 -0.023391 
AG6038073/ Unchar Prot Ctg2270:151,770..153,107(+)  0 N_216 Ctg2270:151,000..152,000  -0.017981 -0.017993 Low cov. 
    N_217 Ctg2270:152,000..153,000  -0.013359 -0.013506 Low cov. 
    N_218 Ctg2270:152,000..154,000  -0.014032 -0.014148 Low cov. 
AG6005075/Zn knuckle Ctg1014:601,283..604,459(-)  0 N_054 Ctg1014:602,000..603,000  -0.015425 -0.015475 -0.001912 
    N_055 Ctg1014:603,000..604,000  -0.013663 -0.013751 Low cov. 
    N_056 Ctg1014:604,000..605,000  -0.017489 -0.017487 Low cov. 
AG6003399/Maltase2 Ctg1009:2,240,777..2,255,440(-)  0 N_019 Ctg1009:2,250,000..2,251,000  -0.009877 -0.009968 0.001332 
    N_020 Ctg1009:2,251,000..2,252,000  -0.012334 -0.012301 -0.001653 
    N_021 Ctg1009:2,252,000..2,253,000  -0.007160 -0.007117 -0.000664 
AG6036906/Zn finger Ctg1076:173,913..174,878(-)  0 N_211 Ctg1076:173000..174000  -0.011387 -0.011426 -0.008151 
AG6026344/DYNLRB1 Ctg1003:857,887..863,400(-)  0 N_007 Ctg1003:863000..864000  -0.011364 -0.011371 0.001760 
AG6026343/Unchar Prot Ctg1003:857,721..866,467(+)   N_007 Ctg1003:863000..864000  -0.011364 -0.011371 0.001760 
          
          
B) Selective sweep in avirulent ISU-B1  Proximal divergent genome interval   πdiff  
Gene model a /annotation Scaffold: start..stop (strand)a  D (bp) ID Scaffold: start..stop  B2-B1 B3-B1 B4-B1 
AG6036932/NA Ctg1058:5,658..6,875(-)  2,658 P_103 Ctg1058:2700..2800  0.016112  0.014460  0.000056 
    P_104 Ctg1058:2800..2900  0.010577 0.010481 0.000424 
    P_105 Ctg1058:2900..3000  0.010476 0.007492 0.000090 
AG6000198/NA Ctg1001:2,117,000..2,118,000(+)  9.346 P_007 Ctg1001:2,117,000..2,118,000  0.009760 0.009857 0.000154 
AG6000194/homeobox prot Ctg1001:1,798,652..1,799,314(-)  55,348 P_005 Ctg1001:1,854,000..1,855,000  0.009741 0.009620 0.000142 
AG6009037/MyosinVa Ctg1054:4,889,303..4,906,663(-)  2,303 P_091 Ctg1054:4,886,000..4,887,000  0.009263 0.009129 0.011306 
AG6019251/Myrosinase Ctg1040: 16,177..35,796(-)  0 P_067 Ctg1040:30000..31000  0.009201 0.009056  0.009089  
AG6031788/TRM112-like Ctg1051:879991..881680(+)  0 P_079 Ctg1051:881,000..882,000  0.009004  0.009678 0.010009 
AG6014339/Unchar Prot Ctg1065:8,147,005..8,152,205(-)  17,795 P_117 Ctg1065:8,167,000..8,168,000  0.008889 0.008752 0.008542 
AG6009480/Unchar Prot Ctg1054:9,086,128..9,087,602(-)  18,398 P_098 Ctg1054:9,106,000..9,107,000  0.008751 0.009831 0.010062 
AG6015176/Myosin sqh Ctg1025:7,001,556..7,006,237(-)  0 P_051 Ctg1025:7,000,000..7,001,000  0.008720 0.008478  0.000300  
    P_052 Ctg1025:7,001,000..7,002,000  0.006671 0.006666 0.000036 









• Virulent soybean aphid, Aphis glycines, biotypes have adapted to host plant resistance traits 
• Secreted effector proteins are associated with virulence in aphid biotypes 
• Fifteen genomic scaffolds are differentiated between virulent and avirulent biotypes 
• Changes in Effector and secretory pathway genes are associated with virulent biotypes 
